
Psychology Vocabulary Matching Exercise: Intelligence 

 1. an internal representation of a problem or situation; includes problem-solving, reasoning, etc. 

 

2. barrier to problem solving involving fear of making a mistake, fear of making a fool of oneself, 

excessive self-criticism, or inability to tolerate ambiguity 

 

3. a concept defined by the relationship between features of an object or between an object and its 

surroundings 

 4. rules for ordering words when forming sentences 

 5. a concept defined by the presence of at least one of several possible features (must be either __ or __) 

 6. an IQ test measuring what a person knows about a topic 

 7. a mental representation that has picture-like qualities; an icon 

 

8. barrier to problem solving that includes group beliefs that devalue playfulness, fantasy, feelings, 

intuitions, and humor; value reason and logic 

 9. quick, impulsive thought that does not make use of formal logic or clear reasoning 

 10. a deeper comprehension of the nature of the problem leads to problem solving 

 11. the process of classifying information into meaningful categories 

 12. an IQ test that measures the ability to do tasks such as remember order or repeat a list of words/digits 

 13. strategy or technique that aids problem solving by limiting the number of possible solutions to try 

 14. type of intelligence test measuring how things are different, how things relate, and impossibilities 

 15. a generalized idea representing a category of related objects or events 

 16. thinking that involves lots of idea, many classes of ideas, and new or unusual ideas 

 17. a problem solving solution achieved by trial and error or by a fixed procedure based on learned rules 

 18. conventions about uses, meanings, possibilities, and taboos that inhibits problem solving 

 19. a class of objects that have two or more features in common (rule that it must have __ and __ ) 

 20. an IQ test measuring a person’s ability to solve problems involving numbers 

 21. an ideal model used as a prime example of a particular concept 

 

22. an IQ test that measures ability to do tasks such as putting together puzzles, copying shapes, 

reproduce patterns, and mentally change shapes 

 23. a sudden mental reorganization of a problem that makes the solution obvious 

 24. words or symbols, and rules for combining them, that are used for thinking and communication 

 25. an overall capacity to think rationally, act purposefully, and deal effectively with the environment 

 26. habits leading to a failure to identify important elements of a problem 

 27. a set of rules for combining language units into meaningful speech or writing 
 

a.  intelligence b.  fluid reasoning c.  knowledge IQ test d.  quantitative reasoning 

e.  working memory f.  thinking g.  images h.  visual-spatial processing 

i.  concept j.  prototypes k.  relational concepts l.  concept formation 

m.  language n.  grammar o.  disjunctive concepts p.  conjunctive concepts 

q.  syntax r.  mechanical solution s.  insight t.  understanding solution 

u.  heuristics v.  emotional barrier w.  cultural barrier x.  perceptual barrier 

y.  learned barrier z.  creativity aa.  intuition  



Psychology Vocabulary Matching Exercise: Intelligence 
 

F 1. an internal representation of a problem or situation; includes problem-solving, reasoning, etc. 

V 

2. barrier to problem solving involving fear of making a mistake, fear of making a fool of oneself, 

excessive self-criticism, or inability to tolerate ambiguity 

K 

3. a concept defined by the relationship between features of an object or between an object and its 

surroundings 

Q 4. rules for ordering words when forming sentences 

O 5. a concept defined by the presence of at least one of several possible features (must be either __ or __) 

C 6. an IQ test measuring what a person knows about a topic 

G 7. a mental representation that has picture-like qualities; an icon 

W 

8. barrier to problem solving that includes group beliefs that devalue playfulness, fantasy, feelings, 

intuitions, and humor; value reason and logic 

AA 9. quick, impulsive thought that does not make use of formal logic or clear reasoning 

T 10. a deeper comprehension of the nature of the problem leads to problem solving 

L 11. the process of classifying information into meaningful categories 

E 12. an IQ test that measures the ability to do tasks such as remember order or repeat a list of words/digits 

U 13. strategy or technique that aids problem solving by limiting the number of possible solutions to try 

B 14. type of intelligence test measuring how things are different, how things relate, and impossibilities 

I 15. a generalized idea representing a category of related objects or events 

Z 16. thinking that involves lots of idea, many classes of ideas, and new or unusual ideas 

R 17. a problem solving solution achieved by trial and error or by a fixed procedure based on learned rules 

Y 18. conventions about uses, meanings, possibilities, and taboos that inhibits problem solving 

P 19. a class of objects that have two or more features in common (rule that it must have __ and __ ) 

D 20. an IQ test measuring a person’s ability to solve problems involving numbers 

J 21. an ideal model used as a prime example of a particular concept 

H 

22. an IQ test that measures ability to do tasks such as putting together puzzles, copying shapes, 

reproduce patterns, and mentally change shapes 

S 23. a sudden mental reorganization of a problem that makes the solution obvious 

M 24. words or symbols, and rules for combining them, that are used for thinking and communication 

A 25. an overall capacity to think rationally, act purposefully, and deal effectively with the environment 

X 26. habits leading to a failure to identify important elements of a problem 

N 27. a set of rules for combining language units into meaningful speech or writing 
 

a.  intelligence b.  fluid reasoning c.  knowledge IQ test d.  quantitative reasoning 

e.  working memory f.  thinking g.  image h.  visual-spatial processing 

i.  concept j.  prototype k.  relational concepts l.  concept formation 

m.  language n.  grammar o.  disjunctive concepts p.  conjunctive concepts 

q.  syntax r.  mechanical solution s.  insight t.  understanding solution 

u.  heuristics v.  emotional barrier w.  cultural barrier x.  perceptual barrier 

y.  learned barrier z.  creativity aa.  intuition  

 


